Chinese Culture and Language School Questionnaire
Dear Friends,

The VCCAA Board is looking at ways to improve and expand the school’s
curriculum in order to serve our Chinese learning community more effectively and
expand enrollment. One thought was to include a wider range of community and
cultural activities, so that other family members could attend enrichment
activities at the same time as their language student family members attend their
classes. This would also help to enhance the sense of community around the
school. To help the Board in this endeavor, we would like to have the benefit of
the opinions and ideas of the VCCAA community. We would appreciate it if
VCCAA members would take the time to respond to this questionnaire and
forward it either by mail or email to the following addresses:
VCCAA
Box 806
Camarillo, CA 93011 or to: angussimmons126@gmail.com

CURRICULUM QUESTIONS
Section I: Would you or members of your family be interested in the following
possible additional classes scheduled at the same time?

Adult Conversation _______

Business Chinese ________

Advanced Placement (AP) Chinese ________
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Modern Chinese Literature (in Chinese) _______ (in English) __________

Classical Chinese ________

Section II: We could also consider offering the following kinds of cultural classes if
there was sufficient interest. Would you be interested in any of the following
offerings?

Chinese Cooking _________

Calligraphy and Chinese Painting _________

Chinese films _________

Chinese Dance ________ or Taiqi _______

Bridge and Mah Jong ________

English as a Second Language _________

Section III: Would you be interested in teaching any of the above courses?

Yes_____________ No___________
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Yes_____________ No___________

Section IV. Do you have any other ideas, comments, or suggestions about our
school?

PREFERRED TIME FOR CLASSES

Section V. We realize it will never be possible to find the perfect time for
everyone to attend the school’s classes, which are currently scheduled on Friday
night. Please rank order the possible times by circling your preference, with “1”
denoting your highest preference and “5” denoting your least favored time.

Friday Evening

12345

Saturday Afternoon

12345

Saturday Evening

12345

Sunday Afternoon

12345

Sunday Evening

12345

